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Walleye (lakes) Population Status History 

Collapse and the Road to Recovery  
 

 
Because of their popularity as a sport and commercial fish, walleye were severely overharvested in 
Alberta. Surveys of sport anglers during the 1980s and 1990s showed that less than 10% of anglers at 
Alberta walleye lakes were successful in catching even one walleye. Even large, once-productive 
walleye lakes like Lesser Slave, Pigeon and Lac La Biche were effectively fished out, with no walleye 
being caught in some years.  
 
Widespread walleye stocking has been tried throughout the 1980s and 1990, but with little or no 
success in boosting fisheries. Reductions in commercial walleye quotas were widespread, but were not 
enough by themselves.  
 
In the late 1990s, however, responsible restrictions on sport harvest of walleye were implemented and 
most walleye populations responded quickly. At many lakes, angler success rates jumped to over 80%, 
and walleye fishing at certain Alberta lakes became famous.  
 
The 2010 Canada-wide survey of sport fishing showed that Alberta’s caught more fish (mainly walleye) 
than did anglers in all other Canadian provinces except Ontario and Quebec! 
 

 
Recovery Still Needs Help!  
 

Walleye numbers at many lakes have dramatically improved, but the young age and small size of the 
fish is still disappointing to many anglers. Even with sport harvest restrictions, few walleye have been 
living long enough to grow to become quality-sized fish.  
 
The closure in 2014 of Alberta commercial gill-net fisheries is expected to help with the recovery of 
many of these walleye fisheries. At some of our most popular fisheries, however, the numbers of sport 
anglers is so high that even low rates of accidental catch-and-release mortality is preventing walleye 
from living long enough to become old and large.      
 
 

Stocking Not Necessarily the Solution  
 

In spite of the widespread past failures of stocked walleye to recover our fisheries, stocking remains the 
only option when populations have been lost.  
 
At our most severely overfished walleye lakes, highly concentrated stocking efforts during the late 
1990s and 2000s were tried in an effort to kick-start their recovery. Stocking walleye at Pigeon Lake 
appears to be a notable success, while stocked walleye fisheries at Wabamun and Lac La Biche are 
still in the wait-and-see phase.  
 
The goal of walleye stocking in Alberta has always been to create these self-sustaining (spawning) 
populations. Unlike our successful rainbow trout pond stocking program, walleye grow far too slowly 
and have too high mortality as young to be economical for put-and-take stocking. 
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Walleye Need Clean Water Too  
 
Several important walleye lakes have been lost or damaged because of declining water quality. The 
watersheds around lakes such as Lac La Nonne and Lake Isle have suffered from poorly planned 
development, and the water quality has declined to the point where summer and winterkills of fish 
because of low oxygen (resulting from algae blooms) are frequent.  
 
Concerns about excessive nutrients causing algae blooms are facing many other important walleye 
fisheries including Lac Ste. Anne, Pigeon and Lesser Slave lakes. Effective watershed protection and 
planning will be essential if these lakes are to remain healthy.   
 
 

We’re Getting There  

 
Based on data from 2008 to 2013, biologists ranked 23% of Alberta walleye populations as healthy (low 
to moderate risk).  This sounds bad, but is a considerable improvement from the 1980s and 1990s, 
when all road-accessible walleye fisheries were collapsed or at low densities.  
 
A large number of lakes are still at high risk (112 out of 175 lakes, or 64%) and will require additional 
conservation actions including harvest controls and watershed protection to ensure continued angling 
opportunities.  
 
 

Summary 
 

Although lake walleye populations have shown tremendous recovery since the provincially widespread 
and serious collapses in the 1980s and early 90s, strong conservation efforts are needed to continue 
the restoration of Alberta’s important walleye fisheries. 

 
 
 
 
 

 


